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Backstitches:

DMC-907 DMC-906 DMC-905 DMC-904



Mini Blackwork Box Pillow

Magical525

Copyright Magical525 2017

http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com

44W x 105H

2.86" x 7.29"  (40 x 102 stitches)

DMC-907 parrot green - lt (39.41 inches, 0.1 skeins) DMC-905 parrot green - dk (23.86 inches, 0.1 skeins)

DMC-906 parrot green - md (88.06 inches, 0.1 skeins) DMC-904 parrot green - vy dk (189.48 inches, 0.1 skeins)

The pattern pieces need to be stitched at least 8 stitches apart when you stitch them so you have enough seam 

allowance, I  personally have a 4 stitch seam allowance however you may prefer a larger one in which case you need 

to leave double that between the pieces.

To make the box pillow you will need to stitch the strip pattern 4 times (I didn't include the strip pattern more than 

once in the pattern to save on ink and paper when printing) and the other 2 pieces once each. Once all the pieces 

you are going to use are stitched, washed and/or pressed (according to your preference, though be careful with 

washing hand dyed threads) it's time to cut them apart halfway between pieces.

Then, making sure the pattern continues round in the same direction, whipstitch the side strips together into a long 

strip using the backstitched outer lines along the short edges. Leave the last seam open.

Whipstitch the long strip to the top of the box pillow, making sure the corners of the top match up with the seams 

of the strip. Then do the same to the bottom. You should now have a small opening where you didn't join the strips 

earlier. Use this opening to stuff your box pillow, you can use either toy stuffing or rice or something similar (orts 

make a good stuffing too!) for this. Once stuffed whipstitch the last seam shut and you are done!

Tip: Using matching seed beads along the top edge would really add some sparkle.

The front and back used together would also make a lovely biscornu.

Please do leave a message on my blog, http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ , if you make this as I'd love to see the 

results!

This pattern was given for your own personal use on http://magicalquilts.blogspot.com/ . You may not sell this 

pattern, nor may you offer kits with this pattern. You may not sell embroideries made with this pattern, it was made 

for charitable or personal use only.

Please do not post this pattern to other sites but refer back to the blog post. This includes sites such as Pinterest 

and Facebook! So for example saying “I stitched this and you can get the pattern here” with a link is allowed but 

saving the pattern and uploading it as a file to Facebook or Pinterest is not.

You may of course share your finished results where you like, it’s just the pattern itself that may not be shared.


